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Angela Horton Unveils Exquisite Resort & Swimwear Collection:

A Celebration of American Design

MIAMI, FL - Distinguished celebrity designer and stylist, Angela Horton, renowned for dressing

A-list celebrities including Eva Longoria, Uma Thurman, and Candace Bushnell in her luxurious

cashmere creations, has once again taken the fashion world by storm with her latest venture: a

captivating resort wear and swimwear collection that embodies the essence of travel and living

in South Florida.

This summer, Angela Horton made waves at Miami Swim Week, debuting her meticulously

crafted collection on the runway to a global audience. Inspired by her journeys and the allure of

resort living, the styles showcase the versatility and brilliance of American design, often

overlooked in today's fashion landscape.

“As a woman-owned enterprise, my commitment to crafting high-quality, American-made

clothing is unwavering,” says founder and CEO, Angela Horton. “I have a profound belief in the

extraordinary talent of the American fashion industry, spanning from textile mills to visionary

designers – all of which are at the heart of my creative journey and this collection.”

Angela Horton’s latest collection epitomizes thoughtfully designed pieces crafted from

high-quality materials, with fabrics sourced from American mills and every garment

meticulously cut and sewn in American factories. The collection also features responsibly

sourced luxurious materials, appealing to consumers who seek both style and substance in their

clothing choices.

Angela’s first venture into the fashion world, a luxury cashmere collection, earned her

recognition beyond the runway, with her designs frequently gracing the pages of publications

including Women's Wear Daily and Vogue. Celebrities spotted donning Angela Horton became

regular features in the New York Post and US Weekly, cementing her status as a leading

American designer.

"I am very passionate about supporting American businesses, especially in the garment and

fashion space," Angela explains. "When I decided to launch my new resort wear collection, I was

so pleased to see how much I could source here in Miami. The fabric wholesalers are experts on

what textiles feel best in this tropical climate – which was really important to me. I wanted to

create pieces that were cute yet comfortable, even on the most humid and sunny days."

http://www.angelahorton.com


Angela Horton’s new collection showcases lighter-weight fabrics, stretch materials, linens, and

eyelet textures, providing ultimate comfort and sophistication. Angela's appreciation for

textures extends to terry cloth – a unique addition to her collection – adding a delightful tactile

element.

With the launch of her latest collection, Angela Horton brings American design excellence to the

forefront, offering an array of stylish, comfortable, and versatile pieces. Her dedication to

supporting American fashion and manufacturing resonates in every carefully curated creation.

For more information visit AngelaHorton.com.
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